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Mayline® Announces
Expansion of TechWorks®
Product Line
SHEBOYGAN, WI—July 29, 2016—Appealing to a more industrial aesthetic and offering the
flexibility to meet the demands of busy tech-intensive work environments, Mayline® announces
an expansion to TechWorks® Benching and Desking System.
With a broader selection of bench and organizer frame sizes, surface laminate choices, paint
colors, storage components and accessories, the modular design of TechWorks provides
unlimited configurations. TechWorks delivers the best balance of durability for tech-intensive
tasks, with the flexibility for reconfiguration and ease of future expansion.
“As technology continues to evolve, we are seeing more TechWorks applications moving out of
the traditional IT back room and into modern tech-intensive office environments,” stated Allan
Klotsche, President and CEO of Mayline. “We understand the impact the constant state of
technological change can have in a workplace, and your employees will appreciate the enhanced
workflow efficiencies that our robust, yet flexible TechWorks solutions can provide so your
workspaces can adapt to new technologies and grow with your teams!”
‘Made in USA’ (Sheboygan, WI), TechWorks is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty, is on
Mayline’s GSA (General Services Administration) Federal Government Contract, TCPN/National
IPA Cooperative Purchasing Network Contract for the vertical market public sector, as well as on
several State and Local Contracts.
Find out more about Mayline’s TechWorks® Furniture Solutions here.

About Mayline Company, LLC®

Mayline heritage began in 1939, manufacturing drafting tables as the Engineering Supply Company. Today Mayline is
one of the leading mid-market contract furniture manufacturers in the U.S., offering a complete collection of office
furniture, filing, storage, and customized solutions. Mayline understands you have unique workplace needs, so every
effort is made to optimize the environment to fit both your style and your space. For more information please visit
www.mayline.com.
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